A new criterion for clusters validation is proposed in the paper and based on the new cluster validation criterion a clustering ensmble framework is proposed. The main idea behind the framework is to extract the most stable clusters in terms of the defined criteria. Employing this new cluster validation criterion, the obtained ensemble is evaluated on some well-known and standard data sets. The empirical studies show promising results for the ensemble obtained using the proposed criterion comparing with the ensemble obtained using the standard clusters validation criterion.
to construct the matrix of similarity from these selected clusters. Finally, we apply a hierarchical method over the obtained matrix to extract the final partition.
Proposed method
The main idea of our proposed clustering ensemble framework is utilizing a subset of best performing primary clusters in the ensemble, rather than using all of clusters. Only the clusters which satisfy a stability criterion can participate in the combination. The cluster stability is defined according to Normalized Mutual Information, NMI.
The manner of computing stability is described in the following sections in detail. After, a subset of the most stable clusters is selected for combination. This is simply done by applying a stability-threshold to each cluster. In the next step, the selected clusters are used to construct the co-association matrix. Several methods have been proposed for combination of the primary results [1] and [13] . In our work, some clusters in the primary partitions may be absent (having been eliminated by the stability criterion). Since the original EAC method [4] cannot truly identify the pairwise similarity while there is only a subset of clusters, we present a new method for constructing the coassociation matrix. We call this method: Extended Evidence Accumulation Clustering method, EEAC. Finally, we use the hierarchical average-link clustering to extract the final clusters from this matrix.
Since goodness of a cluster is determined by all the data points, the goodness function gj(Ci,D) depends on both the cluster Ci and the entire dataset D, instead of Ci alone. The stability as measure of cluster goodness is used in [9] .
Cluster stability reflects the variation in the clustering results under perturbation of the data by resampling.
A stable cluster is one that has a high likelihood of recurrence across multiple applications of the clustering method.
Stable clusters are usually preferable, since they are robust with respect to minor changes in the dataset [10] . Now assume that we want to compute the stability of cluster Ci. In this method first a set of partitionings over resampled datasets is provided which is called the reference set. In this notation D is resampled data and P(D) is a partitioning over D. Now, the problem is: "How many times is the cluster Ci repeated in the reference partitions?" Denote by NMI(Ci,P(D)), the Normalized Mutual Information between the cluster Ci and a reference partition P(D).
Most previous works only compare a partition with another partition [13] . However, the stability used in [10] evaluates the similarity between a cluster and a partition by transforming the cluster Ci to a partition and employing (1) where n is the total number of samples and denotes the number of shared patterns between clusters and ; is the number of patterns in the cluster i of partition a; also are the number of patterns in the cluster j of partition b.
This computation is done between the cluster Ci and all partitions available in the reference set. Fig. 1 shows this method.
Fig. 1 Computing the Stability of Cluster C i
NMIi in Fig. 1 shows the stability of cluster Ci with respect to the i-th partition in reference set. The total stability of cluster Ci is defined as:
where M is the number of partitions available in reference set. This procedure is applied for each cluster of every primary partition. Fig. 2b shows a spurious clustering which the two right clusters are incorrectly merged. Since a fixed number of clusters is forced in the base algorithm, the top left cluster is divided into two clusters. Here the drawback of the stability measure is apparent rarely. Although it is obvious that this partition and the corresponding large cluster on the right reference set (10% repetition), the stability of this cluster is evaluated equal to 1. Since the NMI is a symmetric equation, the stability of the top left cluster in Fig 2a is exactly equal to the large right cluster in Fig 2b; however they are repeated 90% and 10%, respectively. In other words, when two clusters are complements of each other, their stabilities are always equal. This drawback is seen when the number of positive clusters in the considered partition of reference set is greater than 1. It means when the cluster C* is obtained by merging two or more clusters, undesirable stability effects occur. 
Experimental results
This section reports and discusses the empirical studies. The proposed method is examined over 5 different standard datasets. It is tried for datasets to be diverse in their number of true classes, features and samples. A large variety in used datasets can more validate the obtained results. More information is available in [11] .
All experiments are done over the normalized features. It means each feature is normalized with mean of 0 and variance of 1, N(0, 1). All of them are reported over means of 10 independent runs of algorithm. The final performance of the clustering algorithms is evaluated by re-labeling between obtained clusters and the ground truth (3) labels and then counting the percentage of the true classified samples. Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed method comparing with most common base and ensemble methods.
Table.1 Experimental results.
The four first columns of Table 1 are the results of some base clustering algorithms. The results show that although each of these algorithms can obtain a good result over a specific dataset, it does not perform well over other datasets.
Taking a glance at the last four columns in comparison with the first four columns shows that the ensemble methods do better than the simple based algorithms in the case of performance and robustness along with different datasets.
The first column of the ensemble methods is the results of an ensemble of 100 K-means which is fused by EAC method. The average linkage algorithm is applied as consensus function for deriving the final clusters from coassociation matrix. The second column from ensemble methods is the full ensemble which uses several clustering algorithms for generating the primary results. Here, 70 K-means with the above mentioned parameters in addition to 30 linkage methods provide the primary results. The third column of the ensemble methods is consensus partitioning using EEAC algorithm of top 33% stable clusters, employing NMI method as measure of stability. The fourth column of the ensemble methods is Also consensus partitioning using EEAC algorithm of top 33% stable clusters, employing max method as measure of stability. In Fig. 3 , the different size of the most stable clusters in terms of max metric are selected to participate in final ensemble. The accuracy of consensus partition extracted out of the selected clusters is presented in vertical axis. As it is obvious participating 20~30% of total clusters in the final ensemble is a very promising option. Also participation all clusters is not a good option.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper a new clustering ensemble framework is proposed which is based on participating a subset of total primary spurious clusters. Also a new alternative method for common NMI is suggested. Since the quality of the primary clusters are not equal and presence of some of them can even yield to lower performance, here a method to select a subset of more effective clusters is proposed. The experiments show that the proposed framework commonly outperforms in comparison with the full ensemble; also participation all clusters in the final ensemble is not a good option; however it uses just 33% of primary clusters. Also the proposed max criterion does slightly better than NMI criterion generally. Because of the symmetry which is concealed in NMI criterion and also in NMI based stability, it yields to lower performance whenever symmetry is also appeared in the dataset. Another innovation of this chapter is a method for constructing the co-association matrix where some of clusters and respectively some of samples do not exist in partitions. This new method is called Extended Evidence Accumulation Clustering, EEAC.
